KONE ELEVATOR CALL
A TOUCHLESS SOLUTION FOR CALLING ELEVATORS

Safety
No need to touch the elevator buttons

Convenience
Call the elevator with your mobile device from anywhere in the building

Future-proof technology
Easily add new connected services in the future
REDEFINING THE ELEVATOR CALL

MOBILE APPLICATION FOR KONE DESTINATION AND CONVENTIONAL ELEVATOR SYSTEMS

KONE Elevator Call is a cloud-based solution that allows a user to call an elevator with their smartphone, without touching elevator buttons. It is developed on its own 4G connectivity platform. KONE Elevator Call is used with the KONE Flow app, allowing users to make elevator calls from anywhere in the building. The KONE Flow app is available for smartphones using the latest iOS and Android operating systems.

HOW IT WORKS

1. **Calling a lift**
   - User calls the elevator

2. **Lift called**
   - Elevator call is processed

3. **Go to lift**
   - Allocated elevator is displayed

4. **Lift moving**
   - Elevator journey begins

PERSONALIZATION

User can create two shortcuts to favorite floors

Application also includes an option to define “from” and “to” floors for every call

MANAGING KONE ELEVATOR CALL IN YOUR BUILDING

The KONE Flow Manager tool is used for account creation, configuration, and management of KONE Elevator Call users’ access throughout the building. There is no limit to the number of the KONE Elevator Call users within a building. The tool is intended for building admin staff (e.g. reception staff, security or facility managers).